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Established

May 2005
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Preserve and 
Promote 

the unique textile arts 
of Bhutan

Non profit 
organization

registered with the Civil 
Society Authority of Bhutan

Royal Patronage

Her Majesty the Queen Mother
Ashi Sangay Choden Wangchuck



Royal Patronage
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The Royal Patron of the RTA 

Her Majesty the Queen Mother 
Ashi Sangay Choden Wangchuck

Plays a pivotal role in where the 

textile culture in Bhutan is today. 
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The Textile Museum 

Focusing on the artistic and 

technical significance of 

historic and contemporary 

textile traditions.

Develop and maintain the 

collections, documentation 

and preservation, research, 

exhibitions, and outreach 

programs.

To promote the living textile arts 
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The Weaving & Conservation Centre
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• Traditional weaving classes

• Including the art of yarn dyeing  

• Conservation and preservation of textiles
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The Offices

Sustainability of our programs
Professionally designed office space for rent
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The Convention Center

Sustainability of our programs

Discussions underway to build a Convention Center for MICE Events
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Textiles and Bhutanese Culture
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Textiles have been an integral component of the culture and 

tradition of Bhutan for centuries having been used for a 

variety of purposes such as baby carriers, clothing, 

and sacks.



Home furnishings, gifts and payments for 
services or taxes
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A symbol of our national identity
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An informal art passed down from mother 

to daughter
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Its role in all religious, official and 

social events



Modernization 

• Institution of the Five Year Plans

• Rural economy evolves to a modern system

• Fifty years of modernization has led to a 
change in the dynamics of our society 

• There is a threat to our weaving culture from 
the easily accessible machine made fabrics
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The RTAB has been working towards understanding the textile 

industry within the country and to strengthen our insights into the local 

ecology of crafts.  

Museum Programs

RTA Programs 
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Weaving Programs
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Promoting and improving quality of 
Bhutanese Crafts …

National Design and 

Art Competitions
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Winners National Design and Art Competition
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The Product Development and Design 

Course



Government Policies and Initiatives

• Government initiatives play an important role 

• Supporting the traditional dress as a symbol of national identity

• Traditional dress mandatory in all official and public functions

• Traditional Dress requirement for school uniforms
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Government Policies and Initiatives

• Bhutan Seal Program initiated in 2009.  This is aimed at establishing 
quality benchmark for local handicraft products, and aims to encourage 
artisans and producers to be more innovative and creative while 
preserving the age old traditional craft skills and knowledge.

• The establishment of APIC (Agency for the Preservation and Promotion 
of Indigenous Crafts) in 2011 to facilitate the growth of craft sector and 
its industry

• Bhutan 2020: A Vision for Peace, Prosperity and Happiness stresses the 
importance of culture in our journey to development.  Textiles is one of 
the important components of our culture
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Royal Patronage
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The Royal Family is an 

important patron of the 

textile arts. Inspiring the 

youth by what they wear 

often resulting in 

demand for similar 

textiles.
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